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Results with total knee arthroplasty as published in this issue show few mechanical failures in knees correctly aligned. If the principles of technique are respected, the narrow limits for margin of error can be met. To provide optimal results, the following measures are recommended. The tibia should be cut no more than 5 mm from the medial subchondral bone, if the posterior cruciate ligament is sacrificed, and between 5 mm and 8 mm, if the posterior cruciate is saved. Fill a defect as necessary with bone graft. The tibia should be cut 90° to its axis in the medial-lateral plane and with 5° posterior tilt. Maintain the anterior-posterior height of the femur to ensure flexion stability. Use the distal femur as the “adjustment cut” even if the joint line is elevated. If the posterior cruciate ligament tension is tight, lengthen the ligament or convert to a sacrificing design. Deformity should be corrected with soft tissue release and not angular bone cuts. The patella cut should be performed so that the result is a symmetrical patella that is not increased from its anatomic height. If these principles are followed, the instrumentation use and order of osteotomy of the distal femur or tibia do not matter.

CONTROVERSIES IN TECHNIQUE

Several significant variables affecting prosthetic loosening come under the direct control of the surgeon both preoperatively and at the time of the index arthroplasty. These variables include alignment of the extremity and prosthetic components, achievement of proper soft tissue and ligament tension, level of tibial bone resection, and cement technique. If these variables are optimized, mechanical failure secondary to component loosening will decrease.

Coventry has noted that the most critical factor in preventing loosening is correct axial alignment. Lotke and Ecker have correlated good clinical results to good limb alignment. In this study, the level of proximal tibial bone resection and overall leg and prosthetic alignment were the most important factors in the prevention of loosening. Reviews of the Geomedic, total condylar, Duopatellar, (ICLHTM), and University of California, Irvin (UCITM) support the contention that malalignment is the number one cause of loosening.

Malalignment causes failure of fixation because of abnormal loading of bone. The subchondral bone of the tibia has been wholly or partially removed during bone preparation of the proximal tibia. The underlying cancellous bone will therefore assume much higher loads after total knee arthroplasty. Tolerance of this cancellous bone for overload will be significantly decreased. In a normal knee, the load vector during gait falls medially, resulting in a varus moment arm and increased medial loads (thus the increased density of medial subchondral bone). If limb alignment postoperative is less than 3° of valgus or tibial component is in 5° or more of varus, the load on the unprotected medial cancellous bone is
Many surgeons prefer to reference the mechanical axis for limb alignment. The mechanical axis is defined as a straight line joining the center of the femoral head to the center of the knee joint to the center of the ankle joint. The mechanical axis has been shown to have a 2°–3° varus angulation rather than be a straight line. The Porous Coated Anatomic (PCA™) Knee System advocates the use of a 3° varus tibial cut to reproduce the mechanical axis and keep the joint parallel to the ground during stance. All other knee systems have tried to cut the tibia 90° to the axis of the bone to prevent any tilt of the component. Prosthetic obliquity increases the shear forces on the cement–bone interface and can predispose to loosening. Hungerford believes that prosthetic tilt will be present during stance and gait if 3° varus is not cut into the tibia. Freeman, Insall, Ranawat, and Sledge, among others, believe the knee can be parallel to the floor during gait with a 90° axial cut. Further controversy exists as to whether the tibia or femur should be cut first to obtain ideal results.

**PRINCIPLES OF TECHNIQUE**

The principles of technique of total knee arthroplasty are based on achievement of proper alignment of the components and limb, stability of the knee, and satisfactory range of motion for activities of daily living including stair-climbing and sitting-to-standing transfers. Total knee arthroplasty is a precise operation because of the narrow limits for a satisfactory result. Limb alignment must be between 3° and 9° of valgus, which means that one should try to attain 5°–7° of valgus to allow a 2° margin of error. The mechanical axis or the anatomic axis can be used as a reference for correct limb alignment. Instrumentation that provides for 5°–7° of valgus will permit a good result.

Alignment of the limb can be within satisfactory limits when alignment of the components is not. If 7° of limb valgus is achieved with a 12° valgus femoral component and a
5° varus tibial tray, the arthroplasty is not ideal. A 12° femoral valgus cut will not permit correct tracking of the extensor mechanism in the trochlea. The patella will ride against or on the lateral runner of the femoral component. The tibia should be within the limits of 2° valgus to 3° varus and the femur 5°-8° valgus. Incorrect component placement may also result in instability. Excessive varus or valgus of the components or incorrect rotational placement may cause asymmetrical loading and translational (side-to-side) subluxation.

Instability is also a reflection of soft tissue balance, both medial-lateral and anterior-posterior. Soft tissue balance in extension can always be achieved by cutting more distal femur or proximal tibia and filling the space created with the appropriate tibial plastic height. The tension of the posterior structures and medial collateral ligament will provide stability. However, improper or excessive bone cuts will compromise ligament function in flexion.

For soft tissue stability in flexion, the most important factor is the maintenance of the length of the medial collateral ligament to the joint line (Fig. 2A). Correct medial collateral ligament tension in flexion can only be present if the height of the posterior condyles of the femur are maintained (Fig. 2B). If the posterior condyles are removed, the medial collateral ligament becomes lax in flexion and both medial-lateral and anterior-posterior stability is compromised. If the posterior cruciate ligament is sacrificed, the knee may sublux or dislocate. If the posterior cruciate ligament is saved, the knee may "hang" on the posterior cruciate with asymmetrical loading and posterior pain.

Finally, range of motion is not optimal unless the patient attains 105° of flexion to permit easy stair descent and standing from a chair. Posterior tilt of the tibia must be reproduced. This is done by either cutting the tibia with a 5°-10° posterior angulation or using a tibial component with a posteriorly sloped tibial polyethylene.

To achieve optimal results with alignment, stability, and motion, does the sequence of bone cuts make a difference? Does preservation of the posterior cruciate ligament require special considerations in technique?

**TECHNIQUE AND SEQUENCE OF BONE CUTS**

Whether or not to cut the tibia first and use the distal femur as an adjustment cut or to cut the distal femur first and adjust with the tibia? This question is currently the focus of much
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When the cruciate ligament is saved, the femoral cuts are done first to insure that the level of the joint line is proper. The ligaments are dependent on the femoral bone height because the femur has the radii of curvature that allows the knee to roll. The cruciate tension must not be too tight (by lengthening the distal femur or posterior femoral condyles) or the knee will be stiff and painful; likewise, if excessive distal or posterior femoral bone is removed, the knee can be unstable because the joint line is elevated (Fig. 2).

Although the great advantage of controlling the depth of the femoral cuts is maintenance of correct ligament length to the joint line, the primary disadvantage is using the tibia as the adjustment cut. With flexion contracture or severe angular deformity, excessive tibial bone may be sacrificed during balance of the flexion and extension space. Already described is the decreasing strength of the tibia distal to the subchondral bone, and the potential for loosening caused by excessive tibial bone removal.

Emphasis must be placed on the depth of the tibial cut as the only drawback to initially making all femoral cuts. No problem is present if one is willing to make all cuts, limiting the tibia to no more than 8 mm of proximal bone, and then balancing the knee when necessary by recutting the distal femur. Hungerford has suggested this solution. If the resultant elevation in joint line position increases the tension on the posterior cruciate ligament, he recommends lengthening the ligament. The authors would prefer conversion to a posterior cruciate sacrificing design.

**Tibial Cut**

The tibia is the site of almost all component mechanical failure. For this reason, many surgeons believe this cut is inviolate. The tibial cut must avoid excessive varus and depth. Furthermore, femoral bone is twice as strong as tibial bone, so that one sacrifices less strength of bone when using the femur as the adjustment cut. If the posterior cruciate ligament is sacrificed, 5 mm or less of tibial bone

**Femoral Cut**

For optimal function with preservation of the posterior cruciate ligament, maintenance of the length of the medial collateral ligament and the posterior cruciate ligament to the anatomic joint line is critical. Therefore, bone removal from the distal and posterior femoral condyles must not be much more than that replaced by the component. If the posterior cruciate ligament is saved, the femoral cuts are done first to insure that the level of the joint line is proper. The ligaments are dependent on the femoral bone height because the femur has the radii of curvature that allows the knee to roll. The cruciate tension must not be too tight (by lengthening the distal femur or posterior femoral condyles) or the knee will be stiff and painful; likewise, if excessive distal or posterior femoral bone is removed, the knee can be unstable because the joint line is elevated (Fig. 2).
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FIGS. 4A AND 4B. (A) Elevated joint line caused by removal of only 2–3 mm of bone and retention of the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL). The space marked under the tibial component indicates the amount of bone that should have been removed with PCL retention. The PCL is stretched and the knee may be stiff and painful. (B) The correct level of tibial cut has been made to maintain the anatomic joint line. The inset illustrates that 5–6 mm of bone resection when added to the normal 2–3 mm of articular cartilage will allow a 7 or 8 mm tibial tray to articulate at the joint line.

is all that ever needs to be removed. Cutting the posterior cruciate ligament opens the flexion space an additional 3–4 mm, so that satisfactory space is available for the tibial component. However, in a tight knee or one with a flexion contracture, more distal femoral bone
Do not cut the tibia at the bottom of a bony deficit to insure a flat surface. Control the level of tibial cut and if the defect remains, treat the defect.

The authors recommend bone grafts (see article on bone grafts in this issue). Bartel et al. suggest custom components, and Scott and Walker have developed metal wedges.

Finally, little controversy remains about the importance of a posterior tilt to the tibia for good range of motion. Townley has advocated cutting the tibia with an 8° posterior tilt. Insall–Burstein have provided a 7° posterior tilt in the tibial tray, so that a 90° anterior-posterior cut is done. Even with a sloped plastic, a slight (2°) posterior tilt to the tibial cut is suggested. This will insure that no anterior tilt is created. Anterior tilt of the tibia causes posterior wedging, which will prevent good flexion range of motion. If the posterior cruciate ligament is saved and anterior tilt is created, severe loss of flexion can occur. A posteriorly angled cut does not endanger the cement–bone interface, as does a varus cut. The posterior bone is strong in the proximal tibia and absorbs the applied load well. Further, because the tibia has an anatomic posterior tilt, minimal posterior bone is removed with a posteriorly angled cut. The range of motion of total knees (using standard total condylar) improved from 90° flexion to 110° flexion by simply using a 5°–10° posterior tilt.

**Patella Cut**

The most common cause of painful total knees is extensor mechanism imbalance and poor tracking of the patella. For this reason patellar bone preparation and tracking balance must be done with strict attention to detail. Two factors must be remembered in making the patella cut.

Firstly, the bone cut should produce a symmetrical patella (Fig. 5). To achieve this cut, more bone is removed medially and centrally than from the lateral facet. A flat cut results with equal thickness (which can be confirmed by palpation) of the medial and lateral patella. The incidence of tilting is minimized if an uneven cut is avoided.
Secondly, the height of the patella is critical, particularly if the posterior cruciate ligament is retained. Just as with the tibia, more bone must be removed when this ligament is saved. If minimal bone is removed so that the implant increases overall height of the patella, the extensor mechanism during flexion becomes tighter than normal. With the posterior cruciate ligament saved, the posterior rollback of the knee can be restricted, tension on the posterior cruciate increased, and a stiff knee results. When the posterior cruciate is sacrificed, patellar height is less important. Increased height may in fact increase anterior-posterior stability. The average height of the patella is 25 mm, and this can be measured by opening a tonsil clamp across the anterior-posterior diameter of the bone plus implant then placing the open jaws on a ruler. A large bony patella will be 25–30 mm, and a small, 20–25 mm.
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